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There are over 250,000 reinforced concrete bridges in the U.S. many of which do not
have a load rating on record nor the plans required to perform the calculations. The U.S. Army
owns and maintains hundreds of these bridges throughout the U.S. This dissertation describes the
development of multiple regression models to estimate the load rating of reinforced concrete
bridges. An exploratory data analysis of the 2017 NBI data was performed for the selection of a
representative data sample. The data was found to have multiple errors and required significant
processing in order to extract a reliable sample for modeling.
After processing, a data sample of 31,112 bridges remained, providing sufficient sample
for model training and testing. A six-variable model (Model A) was determined to provide the
best performance while maintaining a desired low level of complexity. The model was tested by
comparing the percentage of cases that fell within its 95% prediction interval, which resulted in
94.9% of the real values falling within the prediction interval.
Given the concerns that arose of the quality of the 2017 NBI data during its exploration,
as built-drawings from 50 slab bridges throughout the U.S. were collected. With these drawings
a new data sample was generated by calculating the load rating of each bridge. Availability of
the as-built drawings provided the opportunity to investigate other variables not available in the

2017 NBI, most notably the slab thickness. This data sample was significantly smaller than the
previous one, therefore a repeated 10-fold cross-validation approach was taken to evaluate model
performance. It was determined that a five-variable model (Model B) provided the best trade-off
between complexity and performance. Model B performed significantly better than Model A due
to the inclusion of the slab thickness variable.
The models presented in this dissertation provide a valuable tool for reinforced concrete
bridge owners tasked with the assigning a load rating when no structural plans are available
helping.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
The National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) in the U.S. Code of Federal

Regulations (2010) requires that all bridges open to the public with a length of 6.1 m (20 ft) or
more be reported to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to be included in the National
Bridge Inventory (NBI). The NBI is comprised of a series of data fields with information about
the bridges; among these are the inventory and operating load ratings. These refer to the load
rating analysis of the bridge which establishes the safe load carrying capacity in terms of specific
vehicle configurations. Per the NBIS, load rating analyses must be performed and endorsed by
qualified personnel (e.g., a professional engineer), documented, and kept as part of the bridge
file. The determination of a load rating requires the computation of the structure’s capacity,
which is computed from as-built plans that contain geometric and material properties of the
structure. This presents a challenge when those as-built drawings are not available. This is
especially true for concrete structures for which the location and size of steel reinforcement
cannot be determined without field testing. The unavailability of as-built drawings is relatively
common due to a variety of reasons. Some examples of this are older structures for which
documents have been lost over the years, poor record keeping, and change in owners, among
others. The Manual for Bridge Evaluation (MBE) from the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) is the current standard for the performance of
1

a load rating analysis. In recognition of the challenges of load rating a concrete bridge without
plans, the MBE includes provisions that allow for the performance of a load rating analysis based
on engineering judgment (AASHTO 2018). This load rating analysis based on engineering
judgment must be clearly documented with the inclusion of all assumptions and reasoning used
to reach the assigned value and must be endorsed by qualified personnel and included as part of
the bridge file.
The U.S. Army owns and maintains over 1,000 public bridges throughout the U.S. and its
territories, as well as in installations located in foreign countries. U.S. Army regulation AR 420-1
stipulates that all U.S. Army bridges are open to the public and must comply with public law (US
Army 2012). The majority of U.S. Army bridges are concrete structures, and many of these have
neither documented load ratings nor the plans required to compute the bridge capacity. The main
reason for this being poor record keeping over the years. This type of problem is not limited to
the U.S. Army as approximately 24% of the reinforced concrete bridges in the U.S. are reported
to the NBI as either not having a load rating performed or be based on engineering judgment.
1.2

Literature Review
This section provides background on load rating and discusses different approaches

proposed in the past to address the load rating for bridges without plans.
1.2.1

Load Rating
Load rating is the process of determining the live load carrying capacity of a bridge (Gao

2013). The bridge superstructure usually controls it, specifically the main load carrying members
such as beams and slabs. There are two different levels for which a load rating is performed:

2

1. Inventory rating – The live load that can safely use a bridge for an indefinite
amount of time without reducing the life of the bridge.
2. Operating rating – The maximum permitted live load that can use a bridge for a
limited number of times. Unlimited use at this level would reduce the life of the
bridge.
Through the years load rating methodologies have evolved to reflect the different design
philosophies. There are three load rating methodologies, each based on a different design
philosophy.
1.2.1.1

Allowable Stress Rating (ASR) Method
The ASR method is based on the allowable stress design (ASD) philosophy first

introduced in the 1930s where the main purpose was to ensure that stress due to applied loads did
not exceed the allowable stress of the material associated to a factor safety. ASR results are
presented either as a rating factor (RF) or rating tonnage (RT).

𝑅𝐹 =

𝐹𝑎 − 𝑓𝑑
𝑓(𝐿𝐿+𝐼)

𝑅𝑇 = 𝑅𝐹 × 𝑊𝑇

(1.1)

(1.2)

In equation 1.1, 𝐹𝑎 refers to the allowable stress of the material, 𝑓𝑑 refers to the stress due
to the dead load on the bridge, and 𝑓(𝐿𝐿+𝐼) refers to the stress caused by the live load and
dynamic impact. In equation 1.2, 𝑊𝑇 refers to the total weight of the vehicle used to compute the
load rating.

3

To determine the inventory and operating load ratings, different stresses are used with the
operating allowable stress being 33% higher than the inventory allowable stress.
1.2.1.2

Load Factor Rating (LFR) Method
The LFR method is based on the load factor design (LFD) philosophy adopted in the

1970s. This philosophy introduced the use of load and resistance factors instead of a factor of
safety. Similar to the ASR method, the results are presented as either a rating factor or rating
tonnage.

𝑅𝐹 =

𝜑𝑅𝑛 − 𝛾𝐷𝐿 𝐷𝐿
𝛾𝐿𝐿 (𝐿𝐿 + 𝐼)

(1.3)

In equation 1.3, 𝑅𝑛 refers to the nominal strength (i.e., structural capacity), 𝐷𝐿 refers to
the load effect from the dead load on the bridge, 𝐿𝐿 + 𝐼 refers to the load effect caused by the
live load and dynamic impact, 𝜑 is the resistance factor, 𝛾𝐷𝐿 is the dead load factor, and 𝛾𝐿𝐿 is
the live load factor. Rating tonnage is calculated using equation 1.2.
To determine the inventory and operating load ratings, different 𝛾𝐿𝐿 are used. For
inventory ratings a live load factor of 2.17 is used, while for operating ratings a value of 1.3 is
used. Note that in the LFR method the inventory and operating ratings are proportional to each
other.
1.2.1.3

Load and Resistance Factor Rating (LRFR) Method
The LRFR method is based on the load and resistance factor design (LRFD) philosophy

introduced in the 1990s and is the current standard for load rating. It also uses load and resistance
factors, which are calibrated based on structural reliability theory to achieve a target reliability
4

for the strength limit state (in contrast to the LFR method where the factors are primarily based
on engineering judgment). Results for the LRFR method are presented as a rating factor.
Equation 1.4 is the general equation for the load rating of reinforced concrete bridges.

𝑅𝐹 =

𝜑𝑐 𝜑𝑠 𝜑𝑅𝑛 − 𝛾𝐷𝐶 𝐷𝐶 − 𝛾𝐷𝑊 𝐷𝑊
𝛾𝐿𝐿 (𝐿𝐿 + 𝐼𝑀)

(1.4)

Here 𝑅𝑛 refers to the nominal strength, 𝐷𝐶 refers to the load effect from the dead load of
the structural components, 𝐷𝑊 refers to the load effect from the wearing surface on the bridge,
𝐿𝐿 + 𝐼𝑀 refers to the load effect caused by the live load and dynamic impact, 𝜑𝐶 is a condition
factor that accounts for uncertainty in the resistance of deteriorated components, 𝜑𝑆 is a system
factor that accounts for redundancy of the bridge, 𝜑 is the resistance factor, 𝛾𝐷𝐶 is the dead load
factor for structural components, 𝛾𝐷𝑊 is the dead load factor for the wearing surface, and 𝛾𝐿𝐿 is
the live load factor. Same as in the LFR method, the inventory and operating ratings are
computed by using different 𝛾𝐿𝐿 (1.75 and 1.35 respectively) and are proportional to each other.
Throughout this dissertation only the LFR and LRFR methods are used, therefore only
the design vehicles associated to these were considered which are the HS20 for the LFR method
and HL93 for the LRFR method. Both the HS20 and the HL93 vehicles are “notional” load
configurations developed to generate load effects that envelope the legal loads of the time. The
term “notional” is used in the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO 2017) to indicate
the idealization of physical phenomena, in this case vehicular load configurations. The
configuration of the HS20 can be found in the Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges
(AASHTO 2002) and the HL93 configuration can be found in the LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications (AASHTO 2017).
5

1.2.2

Previous Work
Multiple solutions to the load rating of concrete structures without plans have been

proposed throughout the years, some based on the processing of structural response data and
some based on statistical analysis of existing data. The following are some examples of past
proposed solutions.
Ray and Butler (2004) developed a model for the rapid assessment of bridges in military
operations. The model was intended to serve as a tool for the quick assignment of a bridge load
rating. Load ratings can be performed to varying degrees of accuracy that depend on the data
available and consequently time invested in the analysis. For example, a load rating based on
engineering judgment is typically performed when there is very little data on a bridge. This
method is relatively fast, but as a result a conservative (and potentially prohibitive) load rating is
assigned to the bridge. Conversely, when structural drawings of a bridge are available, a load
rating can be computed by following an established standard methodology such as that described
in The Manual for Bridge Evaluation (AASHTO 2018). This method results in the most accurate
load rating. However, the method requires a significant amount of time to perform all of the
required calculations. The model presented in this paper was intended to provide an alternative
for military operations that would be more accurate than a load rating based on engineering
judgment and much faster than performing all of the computations required for the standard
methodology. It relied on a machine learning algorithm to develop a k-nearest neighbor model
that estimated the load rating of the bridge based on its location, year of construction, and design
load.
Huang and Shenton (2010) proposed the use of the previously developed steel area
method (SAM) to perform the load rating of bridges without plans. The procedure incorporated
6

the strains and displacements obtained from a load test to estimate the steel reinforcement area
which would in turn be used to perform load rating calculations. It also required assumptions of
material properties and location of steel reinforcement. Results showed significant differences
between the estimates of steel reinforcement based on strain data and those based on
displacements.
Taylor et al. (2011) conducted an effort to estimate the load rating of 16 bridges in
Larimer County, Colorado. The study focused on comparing the existing load ratings based on
engineering judgement to the results of a proposed analytical approach to load rate bridges
without plans. There were 15 prestressed concrete girder bridges and one reinforced concrete
slab in the study. The load rating of the girder bridges was determined by estimating the capacity
using Magnel diagrams based on the girder dimensions. By using the Magnel diagrams, only half
of the load ratings were estimated to meet current requirements. This was attributed with
uncertainties associated to different factors. For the slab bridge, a load rating was not computed
and instead the minimum steel required to carry the desired load was calculated. The approach
proved to be very conservative.
Harris et al. (2015) evaluated potential ways to estimate the load rating of bridges with
limited design or as-built details for the Virginia Department of Transportation. NBI data were
used to develop linear and polynomial multiple regression models and an artificial neural
network. These were evaluated by comparing their relative error, root mean squared error, and
coefficient of determination which resulted in the artificial neural network performing the best.
The model was proposed to be used to classify a bridge as having a load rating above or below
the HS20 design load.

7

Deng and Phares (2016) proposed a method to continuously compute the load rating of
bridges by Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems by using the automated ambient traffic
(AAT) approach. The AAT approach relies on the data collection from sensors of a SHM system
(strain-based in this case) installed on the bridge. The methodology can be described in a series
of steps: 1) sensors were used to identify the bridge structural response and detect characteristics
of the associated vehicular loading; 2) this information was then compared to a Weigh-In-Motion
(WIM) database to select multiple vehicles that met the criteria; 3) FE models were calibrated for
each of the selected vehicles; and 4) the bridge load rating was computed using the updated
model. The Load Factor Rating (LFR) methodology was used to compute the bridge load rating.
Results from the method demonstrated good agreement between the load ratings from AAT and
known vehicles. However, this approach requires a structure to not only be instrumented, but to
have a framework to continuously collect and process data which may not be a viable option for
most bridges.
Alipour et al. (2017b) discussed the application of decision trees and random forest
machine learning algorithms to create a model to determine if reinforced concrete slab bridges
require a load posting. The effort investigated the effect of class imbalance on the model
accuracy. Class imbalance refers to data samples that contain variables for which one class
occurs much less frequently than others. This can cause potential problems for classification
models by resulting in high proportions of false positive and false negative predictions. The
researchers addressed this problem by applying multiple resampling techniques. Results showed
that the models built after using resampling techniques significantly reduced the presence of
false positives and false negatives while maintaining a high accuracy rate overall.
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Many of the examples discussed here, as well as several others (Alipour et al. 2017a;
Galvan-Nunez and Attoh-Okine 2017; Radovic et al. 2017), use the NBI data as the basis of
analyses.
1.3

Coding Language used for Analyses
All analyses presented in this dissertation were performed using R (version 3.5.0) (R

Core Team 2018) and supporting packages (Hebbali 2018; Horikoshi and Tang 2016; Schloerke
et al. 2018; Wickman 2009; Wickman et al. 2018; Yihui 2018).
1.3.1

Selection criteria
The work presented was performed as part of the author’s duties as a Research Civil

Engineer with the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC). It was
funded by the Army Dams and Transportation Infrastructure Program (ADTIP) of Headquarters
Installation Management Command (IMCOM) of the U.S. Army.
The effort required the use of capabilities provided by commercial statistical software to
analyze data. However, logistical nuances associated with the procurement of a license for
commercial software was costly and time prohibitive (several months to acquire a license). To
mitigate this, an open-source alternative available through a General Public License (GPL) was
considered. R was identified as having the desired capabilities to complete the work while also
being readily available since it could be downloaded and installed instantly.
R is a widely used open-source language developed for statistical analysis available under
the terms of the Free Software Foundation’s GNU GPL (FSF 2007). It is supported by the R
Foundation, a not-for-profit organization established for the continued development of R.

9

The technical capabilities of R are comparable to those of commercial statistical analysis
software, although it differentiates itself as being a coding language rather than software. This
allows for the automation of computations and outputs. It is possible to achieve this with
commercial software as well using an Application Programming Interface (API).
There was a relatively steep curve associated with learning how to perform analyses with
R mainly due to its coding nature. This was overcome through the use of the extensive
documentation and tutorials provided with the distribution of R, and the use of digital forums
(such as www.stackoverflow.com) that have the support of a very active user community. The
author also found that difficult tasks, in terms of analytical complexity, took more or less the
same level of coding effort as simple ones, and this was tedious when wanting to do simple
tasks.
1.3.2

Validity of R
Given R is an open-source language, a reasonable person would have questions about its

validity. The following discussions aim to provide insight.
1.3.2.1

Warranty
R is available to the general public under the terms of a GPL that states there is no

warranty associated with it. Conversely, commercial statistical software licenses have warranties
to varying extents.
•

Stata has warranties that cover multiple aspects of the product. For 30 days after
the purchase a limited media warranty covers that the media on which the
software and its documentation is distributed works properly. For 90 days after
purchase a performance warranty covers that the software substantially conforms
10

to the functional specifications in the reference manual. There is also a disabling
code warranty which guarantees that no virus or malware is present in their
distribution. No other warranties are provided (StataCorp, LLC 2019).
•

Minitab warrants that the functions contained in the software will operate in
accordance with its published documentation and without substantial program
errors, but do not warrant that the functions will meet user requirements or will
operate without interruption or error, or that all defects will be corrected (Minitab,
LLC 2020).

•

SAS warrants that each commercially available release of the software
substantially conforms to its documentation including any updates (SAS Institute
Inc. 2017).

In general, remediation in the case of any breach of the warranties is limited to refunds
for the cost of the license/services or replacement of the software. For all cases, it is stated that
the software, documentation and services are provided “as is” without warranty of any type. This
essentially relieves the companies from any liability from results obtained by users. This is not to
say that these software packages are faulty, but rather to demonstrate a similarity to R with
regards to their warranty. When this is considered, it is the author’s view that there is not a
significant difference between commercial statistical software and R.
1.3.2.2

Funding
The development and maintenance of R is managed by the R Foundation. The R

Foundation is a not-for-profit organization whose goal is to support the continued development
of R, explore new methodology, teaching and training of statistical computing, and the
organization of meetings and conferences with a statistical computing orientation (R Foundation
11

2018). At the time of this dissertation, the R Foundation was seated in Vienna, Austria hosted by
the Vienna University of Technology.
All financial support for the R Foundation stems from grants and donors with a vested
interest in the continued development of the language. Although altruistic in nature, donations
provide some tax incentives for donors given R Foundation’s status as a not-for-profit
organization. Funding received by the R Foundation goes into the development of R (which
includes operating costs such as wages for personnel and supporting staff). The total funding
procured for the continued development of R is uncertain, but grants and sponsorships exceeded
$1M dollars for 2019 (R Consortium 2019).
Given that all sources of funding come from grants and donations, R’s continued
development is dependent on performance. Roberts et al. (2006) conducted a study to understand
motivation to participate in the development of open sourced software. There are different
sources for motivation which lead to different levels of contributions, with paid participation
leading to higher levels of contribution. However, they also found that there was no evidence of
diminished intrinsic motivation (motivation that occurs when an activity satisfies basic human
needs for competence, control, and autonomy) due to the presence of paid compensation. This
helps explain the continued development of R. While the demand form a large user community
of R persists, funding will become available for its continued development which satisfy multiple
sources of motivation to contribute to its development. As a consequence of the distribution of a
faulty product, contributors’ technical reputations would suffer at the expense of an unsatisfied
user community, which would result in a reduction in the number of users and eventually lead to
a reduction in funding. Although funding is not the only source of motivation, it is the type of
motivation that leads to higher contributions as it focuses development towards meeting the
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requirements of the user community (Roberts et al. 2006). Intrinsic motivations are important as
they keep contributors engaged by satisfying their needs of validation of their competence.
Nevertheless, contributions from those driven mainly by intrinsic motivations have a tendency to
be more self-directed and less focused on specific outcomes. By reducing funding, contributors
would skew towards those who are only intrinsically motivated, which would result in a less
focused approach towards the continued development of R. This in turn would not meet the
requirements from the user community, resulting in further reduction in funding and so on
endangering the development of R.
1.3.2.3

Development and maintenance
The development, testing, release and maintenance is executed by the R Development

Core Team, a group of appointed highly-qualified contributors from academia, non-profit and
industry-affiliated institutions around the world.
The source code is managed through a version control repository (https://svn.rproject.org/R/). The repository is access controlled such that only members of the R
Development Core Team have write access to the source code. There are two major releases each
year (on or around April 1 and October 1). The source code is guarded by the Comprehensive R
Archive Network (CRAN), which has several mirrors around the world that provide redundancy
to the repository.
CRAN also serves as the repository of user created packages. There are over 15,000
packages in CRAN. These packages are peer-reviewed prior to being included in the CRAN.
Each package must include documentation on its use with examples and are thoroughly vetted
prior to distribution. Many of these packages are presented in the R-Journal, a peer-reviewed
publication edited by the R Foundation.
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1.3.3

Appropriate use of R
The availability of R to anyone with a computer draws some parallels to the proliferation

of misinformation by unqualified people which has become a serious issue in recent years by
sowing distrust in the public. This has had some profound consequences on the field of
professional journalism as more and more people depart from getting news from vetted sources
consequently putting these professionals at risk by undermining their credibility, while the
amateurs and anonymous news sources that create the problem face little to no consequences.
Similarly, the combination of available data and tools such as R could present an issue in
regards to the presentation of unsound statistical analyses. This is evident by the large
availability of statistical analyses on the internet with topics ranging from fantasy football
predictions to stock market performance and everything in between. Many of these analyses are
performed by amateurs that lack the understanding of the fundamentals behind the statistical
analyses presented. These presenters face little to no consequences when someone uses their
work to make a decision and is affected adversely. This undermines the credibility of other
fundamentally sound and well conducted statistical analyses.
In the case of R, performance and interpretation of these types of analyses must be vetted
thoroughly prior to publication. For this reason, the author of this dissertation presents references
for the procedures used throughout.
The details described here lead the author to believe that the R language is a mature and
robust resource that is appropriate for the types of analysis presented in this dissertation.
1.4

Objective and Dissertation Overview
The main purpose of this dissertation was to develop a multiple regression model for the

U.S. Army that would serve as reference for the assignment of bridge load ratings based on
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engineering judgment. The approach discussed in this dissertation used existing and generated
data to evaluate the potential of an assortment of variables to serve as predictors of the bridge
load rating. The approach was divided into two main efforts.
1.4.1

Chapter 2: “Multiple Regression Model for Load Rating of Reinforced Concrete
Bridges”
This chapter focuses on an exploratory data analysis (EDA) of the 2017 NBI database

with the purpose of identifying a data sample representative of the population of interest, in this
case the U.S. Army’s reinforced concrete bridge inventory. By performing an EDA, a multitude
of variables in the NBI were evaluated to determine if any required processing prior to model
development. Data processing included changing variables from numerical to categorical,
logarithmic transformations of numerical variables, and the removal of cases with errors and
outliers. The resulting data sample was used for the development of a multiple regression model
to estimate the load rating of reinforced concrete bridges. The data sample was divided into
training and testing data sets. The training data set was used for model development and the
testing data set was used to evaluate the model’s performance against unseen data. For the model
selection the subsets approach was taken where all possible model combinations were evaluated.
The adjusted coefficient of variability (adjusted-R2 ) was used as the selection criteria while
taking into account the compromise between complexity and performance. After the model was
selected it was put against the testing data set to assess its performance.
1.4.2

Chapter 3: “Estimating the Load Rating of Reinforced Concrete Slab Bridges
without Plans”
The model developed in Chapter 2 was based on a sample from the NBI database, and

there is some uncertainty of the accuracy of the reported values in the database. This chapter
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focuses on the development of a multiple regression model for estimating the load rating of
reinforced concrete slabs. The data sample was generated by collecting as-built drawings from
multiple sources and calculating the load rating for 50 randomly selected bridges. The data
sample made possible the evaluation of additional variables that were not available in the data
sample from Chapter 2. Given the modest size of the data sample, the model was cross-validated
to assess its performance.
The models developed in this dissertation are intended to be used as a reference for
engineers tasked with the load rating of a bridge based on engineering judgment.
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CHAPTER II
MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL FOR LOAD RATING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
BRIDGES
2.1

Abstract
This paper describes the development of a multiple regression model to estimate the load

rating of reinforced concrete bridges. There are over 250,000 reinforced concrete bridges in the
U.S. many of which do not have a load rating on record nor the plans required to perform the
calculations. The U.S. Army owns and maintains hundreds of these bridges throughout the U.S.
An exploratory data analysis of the 2017 National Bridge Inventory (NBI) data was performed
for the selection of a representative data sample. The data required significant processing in
order to extract a reliable sample for modeling. After processing, a data sample of 31,112 bridges
remained, which provided a sufficient sample for model training and validation. A six-variable
linear model that relates inventory rating to span length, deck width, year built, region, design
load, and superstructure condition was determined to provide the best performance while
maintaining a desired low level of complexity. The model had an adjusted-R2 of 0.514 and a
standard error of 6.51 metric tons (7.17 tons). The model was validated against unseen data by
comparing the percentage of cases that fell within its 95% prediction interval, which resulted in
94.9% of the real values falling within the prediction interval.
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2.2

Introduction
The National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) in the U.S. Code of Federal

Regulations (2010) requires that all bridges open to the public with a total span of 6.1 m (20 ft)
or more be reported to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to be included in the NBI.
The NBI is comprised of a series of data fields with information about the bridges; among these
are the inventory and operating ratings. These refer to the load rating analysis of the bridge
which establishes the safe load carrying capacity in terms of specific vehicle configurations.
Inventory rating denotes the live load that a bridge can safely carry for an indefinite amount of
time without negatively affecting its usable life, while the operating rating denotes the maximum
permitted live load that a bridge can safely carry for a limited number of passes. Per the NBIS,
load rating analyses must be performed and endorsed by qualified personnel (e.g., a professional
engineer), documented, and kept as part of the bridge file. A load rating analysis requires the
computation of the structure’s capacity, which is computed from as-built plans that contain
geometric and material properties of the structure. This presents a challenge when those as-built
drawings are not available. This is especially true for concrete structures, for which the location
and size of steel reinforcement cannot be determined reliably without destructive testing. The
unavailability of as-built drawings is relatively common and is due to a variety of reasons (e.g.,
older structures for which documents have been lost over the years, poor record keeping, or
change in owners).
The Manual for Bridge Evaluation (MBE) from AASHTO is the current standard for the
performance of a load rating analysis. In recognition of the challenges of load rating a concrete
bridge without plans, the MBE includes provisions that allow for the performance of a load
rating analysis based on engineering judgment (AASHTO 2018). This load rating analysis based
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on engineering judgment must be clearly documented with the inclusion of all assumptions and
reasoning for the assigned value and must be endorsed by qualified personnel to include as part
of the bridge file.
The U.S. Army owns and maintains over 1,000 public bridges throughout the U.S. and its
territories. The majority of these bridges are concrete structures, and many of these have neither
documented load ratings nor the plans required to compute the bridge capacity. This paper
describes analyses performed by the authors to provide the U.S. Army an easy-to-use model for
the estimation of the inventory load rating of its concrete bridges without plans. The paper
summarizes an exploratory data analysis of the 2017 NBI, sample selection process,
development of a multiple regression model, and its validation. The analysis and results
presented are general enough to be applied to bridges within the U.S.
Note that the model developed in this chapter is for estimating the inventory rating based
on the LFR method in the HS20 live load configuration and applies only to slabs, channel beam,
and tee beam bridges. The analysis and results presented are general enough to be applied to
bridges within the U.S.
2.3

Previous Work
Multiple solutions to the load rating of concrete bridges without plans have been

proposed throughout the years. Some are based on the processing of structural response data
(e.g., load testing and structural health monitoring) and some based on statistical analysis of data
previously obtained for other purposes. Many of these solutions (Alipour et al. 2017a; b; GalvanNunez and Attoh-Okine 2017; Harris et al. 2015; Huang and Shenton 2010; Radovic et al. 2017;
Ray and Butler 2004) use the NBI data as the basis of their analyses. The following are some
examples of proposed solutions over the years.
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Ray and Butler (Ray and Butler 2004) developed a model for the rapid assessment of
bridges in military operations. The model was intended to serve as a midlevel assessment of the
bridge load rating when the alternatives are performing a low-level assessment that is quick but
potentially prohibitive (i.e., engineering judgment) or a high-level assessment that would provide
more accurate load ratings but require a significant amount of time (i.e., computation using
structural drawings). It relied on a machine learning algorithm to develop a k-nearest neighbor
model that estimated the load rating of the bridge based on its location, year of construction, and
design load. Although the approach taken was reasonable, it required access to a data base with
the required parameters to perform the estimate.
Huang and Shenton (Huang and Shenton 2010) proposed the use of the steel area method
(SAM) to perform the load rating of bridges without plans. The procedure incorporated the
strains and displacements obtained from a load test to estimate the steel reinforcement area,
which would in turn be used to perform load rating calculations. It also required assumptions of
material properties and location of steel reinforcement. Results showed significant differences
between the estimates of steel reinforcement based on strain data and those based on
displacements.
Harris et al. (Harris et al. 2015) evaluated potential ways to estimate the load rating of
bridges with limited design or as-built details for the Virginia Department of Transportation. NBI
data were used to develop linear and polynomial multiple regression models and an artificial
neural network. These were evaluated by comparing their relative error, root mean squared error,
and coefficient of determination, which resulted in the artificial neural network performing the
best. The authors proposed to use the model for determining whether the bridge would have a
load rating above or below the HS20 design load. The work presented by Harris et al. used
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multiple fields from the NBI data that were also used in the work presented in this paper (such as
maximum span length, design load, ADT, and superstructure condition). Harris et al. also used as
variables the age and skew of the bridge; however, this paper used a different approach. For
example, Harris et al. used the year built of the bridge to determine age and used skew as a
numeric variable. In contrast the researchers of this paper opted to use year built rather than age
as the former presents a fixed value (i.e., year built does not change, while age does), and skew is
considered as a categorical variable for reasons described later on.
Alipour et al. (Alipour et al. 2017b) discussed the application of the decision trees and
random forest machine learning algorithms to create a model for the grouping of reinforced
concrete slab bridges into bridges that require or do not require a load posting. The effort
investigated the effect of class imbalance on the model accuracy. Class imbalance refers to data
samples that contain variables for which one class occurs much less frequently than others. This
can cause potential problems for classification models by resulting in high proportions of false
positive and false negative predictions. The researchers addressed this problem by applying
multiple resampling techniques. Results showed that the models built after using resampling
techniques significantly reduced the presence of false positives and false negatives while
maintaining a high accuracy rate overall.
Although each of these examples present alternatives to estimate the load rating of
reinforced concrete bridges, they require significant efforts for their application. The model
proposed in this paper provides an easier to employ approach.
2.4

Multiple Regression Model
To estimate the load rating of concrete bridges, a multiple regression model was

evaluated. A multiple regression model is a probabilistic model that uses more than one
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independent variable to estimate a dependent variable (Mendenhall and Sincich 2011). The
general form of the multiple regression equation is
𝑘

𝑦 = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝜀

(2.1)

𝑖=1

where y is the dependent variable (for this effort the inventory rating), xi is the ith independent
variable, k is the number of independent variables, βi is the ith model parameter that describes
the contribution of the ith independent variable to the dependent variable, and ε is a random error
term. The inclusion of this random error term is what makes the model probabilistic rather than
deterministic (Mendenhall and Sincich 2011).
When developing any type of model, it is important to understand all of the assumptions
made. For a multiple regression model, the least squares method is performed in which the line
that minimizes the total sum of the squared errors is selected. The parameters that define the least
squares line are those used as the model parameters. Since using the least squares line to perform
predictions provides only an estimate (i.e., an average value), it is to be expected that predicted
values will differ from the real values by some random amount. This difference between the
predicted and the real values is referred to as the error or residual. Errors can be either positive or
negative. Given the randomness of these errors, multiple regression models are based on the
assumption that errors are normally distributed and centered about zero (i.e., 𝑁[0, 𝜎𝜀2 ]).
2.5

Preliminary Variable Selection
To provide an easy-to-use tool, the model must have input data that can be easily

collected or reasonably estimated. The input data must also have some relation to the
computation of load rating. Table 2.1 summarizes the NBI items considered for model
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development along with a brief description of their consideration. All definitions of the NBI
items are found in the Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of
the Nation's Bridges (FHWA 1995). Note that the NBI data contain two load rating values, one
for inventory level and one for operating level. For this effort, the inventory rating was selected
as the dependent variable.
Table 2.1

NBI items considered

NBI item (item number)

Reason for consideration

Inventory rating (66)
State (1)
Year built (27)

Dependent variable
Design considerations, vehicular use, climate effects
Material properties, standard practices

Design load (31)
Skew (34)
Structure type (43)
Max. span length (48)
Deck width (52)

Live load model used for design
Design considerations, load effects
Design considerations, load effects
Design considerations, load effects
Design considerations, load effects

Deck condition (58)
Superstructure condition (59)
Substructure condition (60)

Changes in capacity
Changes in capacity
Changes in capacity

2.6

Data Processing
The 2017 NBI contains data for over 600,000 bridges in the U.S. and its territories;

however, not all cases were of interest for this study. All bridges of materials other than concrete
were removed from the data, as well as all culverts and railroad and pedestrian bridges. The NBI
data includes some railroad and pedestrian bridges (typically these are over roadways), but these
were excluded as the proposed model presented by the researchers is intended for estimating the
load rating of vehicular bridges. Culverts were excluded from the data because the NBI does not
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include data regarding the depth of soil cover over culverts, which significantly affects the load
rating computation. Also, all bridges that were reconstructed were removed since no information
regarding the type of reconstruction is kept in the NBI data, and the year built (NBI item 27)
would be misleading.
2.6.1

Population of interest
Considering that the work performed was intended to serve as a reference for the U.S.

Army, it was determined that the data used for model development be cases within the limits of
the U.S. Army’s bridge population. For example, box beam bridges would not be included for
model development or testing, given that the U.S. Army does not have that type of bridge in its
inventory. Multiple variables were considered to define the population of interest (Table 2.2). All
data that did not meet the criteria in this table were removed.
Table 2.2

Bridge population of interest

Variable

Unit

Type

Range/Value

Structure Type
Max. span length

Meters

Categorical
Numerical

Slab, channel beam, tee beam
[2, 20]

Year built

-

Numerical

[1900, 2014]

2.6.2

Selection of rating method
NBI items 63 and 65 describe the rating method used for the reported load rating. In

general, these NBI items identify whether the load rating is based on allowable stress rating
(ASR), load factor rating (LFR), load and resistance factor rating (LRFR), load testing,
engineering judgment, or indicate that no analysis has been performed. All of the cases reported
to have no load rating or based on engineering judgment were removed. Cases reported based on
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load testing were also removed due to the uncertainty associated with results derived from field
tests (e.g., vehicle used for tests, distribution factors, and instrumentation). This left cases
reported to be rated using ASR, LFR and LRFR. Each method is based on different philosophies,
and the results can vary significantly (Ellingwood et al. 2011; Mertz 2005). Thus, the authors
selected the cases in which LFR was used, since this method provided the largest sample and had
the best representation of the population of interest, hence removing all ASR and LRFR cases.
2.6.3

Preparation of independent variables
The NBI items in Table 2.1 were used as the basis of the independent variables for model

development. Although some NBI items could be used as independent variables without any
processing, others required modification in order to incorporate them as independent variables.
Some required a reduction in the number of categories, another required a transformation from
numerical to categorical, and another required to be split into two variables. The following is a
summary for each of the NBI items that were adjusted.
•

State (NBI item 1) – Without adjusting, this variable would include 52 different
categories (50 U.S. states, Washington DC, and Puerto Rico). This would present
a series of problems that include insufficient representation of categories,
unreasonable estimates of model parameters, and an impractical model. Since the
variable was chosen in order to allow consideration of local design considerations,
vehicular use, and climate effects, the states were grouped into the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) climate regions (Karl and
Koss 1984). This reduced the number of categories to nine (Table 2.3).

•

Skew (NBI item 34) – This is included in the NBI data as a numeric value
between 0 and 90 degrees; however, the authors believed the numeric values to be
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unreliable due to a variety of reasons (e.g., confusion of reference axis, visual
estimation). However, although there may be confusion on how to record the
numeric value for bridge skew, the authors believed that inspectors could easily
identify whether a bridge is skewed or not. Based on this, the variable was
converted to a categorical variable for which all values reported as either 0 or 90
degrees were categorized as not having a skew, and all others were categorized as
being skewed.
•

Structure type (NBI item 43) – This NBI item describes the construction material,
the support type, and the type of bridge. It was decided to use these data as two
different variables, support type and structure type. The support type variable was
used to differentiate between simply and continuously supported bridges, while
the structure type variable was used to differentiate between superstructure types.

•

Deck, superstructure, and substructure conditions (NBI items 58, 59 and 60) –
Condition ratings in the NBI data are assigned using the integers from 0 (worst) to
9 (best). These are ordinal values, which means that although they have an order,
the distance between them is not defined (e.g., how much better a 6 is than a 5).
These condition classifications are typically grouped into the categories of poor
(0-4), fair (5-6) and good (7-9). These categories were adopted for model
development.
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Table 2.3

States by region (adapted from NOAA)

Region

States/Territories

Central
East North Central
Northeast

IL, IN, KY, MO, OH, TN, WV
IA, MI, MN, WI
CT, DC, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT

Northwest

AK, ID, OR, WA

South
Southeast
Southwest
West

AR, KS, LA, MS, OK, TX
AL, FL, GA, HI, NC, PR, SC, VA
AZ, CO, NM, UT
CA, NV

West North Central

MT, NE, ND, SD, WY

2.6.4

Removal of outliers and incorrect data
Multiple regression models are used to estimate the unknown value of a variable of

interest based on other known variables with the intention of obtaining reasonable approximation
of reality. Given that regression models are dependent on the data used for development, they are
sensitive to outliers and incorrect data. A thorough evaluation was conducted to remove data
assumed to be incorrect or data too far outside the range of generalization (i.e., outliers). To
define an outlier, the limits of “range of generalization” were computed using Equations 2.2 and
2.3 where Q1 and Q3 refer to the 25th and 75th quantile, respectively, while IQR refers to the
inter-quantile range that is defined as Q3-Q1 (Frigge et al. 1989). This was used for all variables
unless otherwise noted.

𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 𝑄1 − 1.5𝐼𝑄𝑅

𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 𝑄3 + 1.5𝐼𝑄𝑅
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(2.2)

(2.3)

2.6.4.1

Dependent variable
Prior to evaluation of the independent variables, the dependent variable (inventory rating)

was assessed. There were some cases with extremely high or low inventory ratings. To address
extreme values, all cases outside the range of the lower and upper limits computed using
equations 2.2 and 2.3 were removed. There was also an unusually high frequency of cases with
inventory rating of 32.4 or 32.7 metric tons. It was common practice for bridge owners to assign
load ratings based on engineering judgment the weight of the HS20 design vehicle, 36 tons (i.e.,
32.4 or 32.7 metric tons, depending on the number of digits used for conversion). This presented
a difficult challenge since these high frequency cases were in the middle of the range of the
dependent variable. To address this, three options were considered.
•

No cases be removed – This assumed that all of the cases were reported correctly.
This overlooked the knowledge of common practices in which these values were used
for load rating based on engineering judgment and accepted the inclusion of
potentially incorrect data for model development.

•

All cases be removed – This assumed that all of the cases were based on engineering
judgment, and NBI items 63 and 65 were miscoded. This guaranteed the removal of
potentially incorrectly coded cases at the expense of also potentially removing true
cases.

•

Some cases be removed based on location – It was assumed that only a portion of the
states participated in the practice of assigning the weight of the HS20 vehicle load as
the load rating based on engineering judgment and miscoded the load rating method
(NBI items 63 and 65). To identify the states with an unusually high frequency, a
correspondence analysis was performed. A correspondence analysis is a statistical
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technique that provides a graphical representation of a contingency table (Yelland
2010). After the states associated with this practice were identified, it was assumed
that only cases with inventory ratings of 32.4 or 32.7 metric tons (36 tons) in these
states were incorrect and were to be removed from the data. Although this was
somewhat of a compromise between the extreme options presented before, it required
multiple assumptions to be true.
Removal of all cases with load ratings of 32.4 or 32.7 metric tons was the approach taken
since it guaranteed the removal of any miscoded cases and was believed to provide better data
for model development.
2.6.4.2

Independent variables - categorical
Once the dependent variable was evaluated, all categorical independent variables were

analyzed. The independent variables were cross validated with others to ensure that the data were
consistent. A notable example of this was the design load variable. Vehicular live load models
(design loads) have changed through the years (Kulicki and Mertz 2006). Given the year of
implementation of the design loads, it would not be possible for certain combinations of the
reported design load and year built to exist (e.g., bridges designed for HS20 built before 1944).
Cases with these discrepancies were removed from the data.
Similar to the design load cases, the structure type was cross-validated against the span
length variable. The Bridge Inspector’s Reference Manual (BIRM) (Ryan et al. 2012) contains
descriptions of the different structure types as well as their typical span lengths (e.g., slabs are
less than 9.1 meters, channel beams are less than 15.2 meters, and tee beams are between 9.1 and
15.2 meters). Considering the values found in the BIRM are typical values, the minimum and
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maximum lengths of bridges in the U.S. Army bridge inventory were used as guides to establish
the limits for the removal of cases (Table 2.2).
In addition, for each category of the categorical variables, equations 2.2 and 2.3 were
used to calculate the lower and upper limits of the inventory rating for the removal of outliers.
After the removal of outliers, some discrepancies were observed when evaluating the distribution
of inventory ratings against the design load where some of the design loads had an unusually
high frequency of cases with the same load ratings. These occurrences were for bridges in the
same state. It was suspected that this was due to a standard bridge design commonly used. The
corresponding department of transportation was contacted regarding this and confirmed that this
was due to the use of a standard design. Although these cases were based on legitimate load
ratings, all were removed from the data since they were not independent from each other and
their inclusion would result in the incorrect estimation of model parameters.
2.6.4.3

Independent variables – numerical
Numerical independent variables were also evaluated to ensure that each had appropriate

representation of all cases within the confines of the population of interest. In order to have
proper representation of the population of interest, the numerical variables must have a relatively
normal distribution. The distributions for year built, span length, and deck width variables were
relatively normal.
After processing the data by removing all cases classified as outliers or having incorrect
data, a data sample of 31,112 bridges remained.
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2.6.5

Correlation of numerical variables
A correlation matrix was built for the quick screening of how the numerical variables

related to the dependent variable (Table 2.4). More importantly this allowed for a quick
evaluation of how the independent variables related to each other. The purpose of this was to
identify potential for collinearity, which could lead to incorrect estimation of model parameters.
No significant correlation was identified.
Table 2.4

Correlation matrix

Variables
Inv. Rating
Year Built
Span Length
Deck Width

Inv. Rating
1.000
-

Year Built
0.546
1.000
-

Span Length
0.230
0.270
1.000
-

Deck Width
0.312
0.191
0.193
1.000

After the correlation matrix was analyzed, each of the numerical variables was plotted
against the inventory rating. This allowed for the preliminary determination of the complexity of
the relation (linear or polynomial). For visualization purposes, a random sample of 5% of the
data (1,556 cases) were used to display the general relation between the dependent and the
independent variables (Figure 2.1). Notice that none of the variables showed a clear indication of
complex relation (i.e., polynomial) to the inventory rating. Once all variables were evaluated,
these were used for model development.
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Figure 2.1

2.7

Inventory rating relation to numerical variables

Model Development
The data sample was required to be subset randomly into two sets for the purposes of

training and validation. Although there is no standard way of splitting data into training and
validation sets, each must have enough data to reasonably estimate model parameters, compare
model complexities, and approximate the generalization error. Given the data available, a 70%
training and 30% validation split was used.
2.7.1

Training of model
For the training of the model, a sample of 21,778 bridges (70% of the data sample) was

used. Model training consisted of identifying potential outliers with relatively high influence on
model parameters, selecting variables and model complexity, and estimating parameters for the
final model.
Although the exploratory data analysis to this point had been thorough, it was possible
that some outliers would still be present within the data. For this reason, a preliminary model was
built in order to identify potential outliers not previously identified by gauging its compliance
with the model assumptions.
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2.7.1.1

Preliminary model
All analyses were performed using the statistical analysis language R and supporting

packages (Hebbali 2018; Horikoshi and Tang 2016; R Core Team 2018; Schloerke et al. 2018;
Wickman 2009; Wickman et al. 2018; Yihui 2018). The preliminary model consisted of all the
independent variables previously identified. This model resulted in an adjusted-R2 of 0.516 with
a standard error of 6.49 metric tons (7.15 tons). The coefficient of determination, R2, for a
multiple regression model can be interpreted as the proportion of the sample variation of the
dependent variable that can be explained by the model (Mendenhall and Sincich 2011). The
adjusted-R2 has the same practical interpretation, but it also accounts for the number of
independent variables used in the model. This is typically used to evaluate the trade-off between
the complexity of the model (i.e., number of independent variables) and the model performance.
2.7.1.2

Verifying model assumptions
To check the model assumptions, a residuals analysis was performed. A model residual

(𝜀̂𝑖 ) refers to the difference between the true value of the dependent variable (𝑦𝑖 ) and the model
estimate (𝑦̂𝑖 ) (i.e., 𝜀̂𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂𝑖 ). To perform the residuals analysis, a series of diagnostic plots
were built. Figure 2.2 (a) shows a plot of the model residuals against the predicted values of the
training data. This type of plot is commonly used to determine whether the model captures the
appropriate relation between the dependent and the independent variables (linear or polynomial).
The presence of any pattern in this type of plot is an indication of an inadequate model. For
plotting purposes, only a random selection of 5% of the training data is shown in Figure 2.2 (a).
The plot did not show any patterns, which indicated that a linear model was an appropriate
approximation of the relation between the inventory rating and the independent variables. It was
also observed that residuals were centered about zero.
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To verify that the assumption of normally distributed residuals centered about zero is
met, a normal q-q plot was constructed (shown in Figure 2.2 (b)). Here, the standardized
residuals were plotted against the standardized predicted values (i.e., theoretical quantiles), with
normal errors falling along the dashed straight line. In general, Figure 2.2 (b) showed good
agreement with the normality assumption. There were some slight departures from normality at
the edges of the plot (i.e., over 2.5 standard deviations away from the center). This departure
from normality was an indicator of potential outliers. It was suspected that these were extreme
cases with relatively high or low load ratings that depart from the model estimates.
Another way of looking into the normality of the model errors is through the
construction of a histogram of the training residuals. The histogram presented in Figure 2.2 (c)
shows an approximately normal distribution of the residuals, with the peak of the histogram
slightly to the left of zero. Although the peak of the histogram was not on zero, the departure was
small enough to be considered insignificant. This, in combination with the normal q-q plot, was
an indicator of meeting the assumption of having a normal distribution of errors centered about
zero.
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Figure 2.2

2.7.1.3

Diagnostic plots for preliminary model

Selection of variables
Although all of the variables previously discussed were used for the development of the

preliminary model, it may not be necessary to include all for the final model, since some
variables improve the model performance more than others. For multiple regression, it is
common that the trade-off between the improvement of the model performance and the
complexity of the model (i.e., the number of variables used) be evaluated. This evaluation
consists of identifying whether the improvement in performance is such that it justifies the
inclusion of additional variables. To evaluate this, the authors took the “all subsets” approach, in
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which all 4,095 possible model combinations were built, and their performance metrics were
recorded. For this paper, the adjusted-R2 of the models was used as the performance metric. The
adjusted-R2 for each model was plotted against the number of variables to graphically identify
the best model for a specific number of variables, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). Observe that as the
number of variables in the model increases, so does the adjusted-R2. However, the improvement
in model performance becomes negligible after a certain point.
To identify models with fewer variables that would provide similar performance
to the preliminary model (model using all variables), a plot that showed the percentage change in
the adjusted-R2 was built as shown in Figure 2.3 (b). The horizontal axis contained the number of
variables, while the vertical axis contained the percentage change in the adjusted-R2 with respect
to the preliminary model. Each point represents the model with the largest adjusted-R2 per
number of variables. Although there is no standard of establishing what constitutes a significant
difference in performance, the authors selected a threshold of 1% difference to determine how
many variables to include in the model (dashed line in Figure 2.3 (b)). A model with six
variables would provide similar performance to a more complex model with all twelve variables.
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Figure 2.3

Performance of all possible model combinations

From Figure 2.3 (a), it was determined that the best performing six-variable model
(Model A) included the variables for maximum span length (𝐿, in meters), deck width (𝑊, in
meters), year built (𝑌𝑟), region (𝑅), design load (𝐷𝐿), and superstructure condition (𝑆𝑢𝑝𝐶).
Equation 2.4 is the general expression of the selected model where LR is the inventory rating in
metric tons.

𝐿𝑅 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝐿 𝐿 + 𝛽𝑊 𝑊 + 𝛽𝑌𝑟 𝑌𝑟 + 𝛽𝑅 + 𝛽𝑆𝑢𝑝𝐶

(2.4)

Notice that the structure type variable was not among the independent variables of Model
A. The reason for this being that a model that included the structure type variable did not provide
a better performance than the combination of variables in Model A (in terms of the adjusted-R2).
This did not mean that the structure type was not a statistically significant variable, but that the
inclusion of the variable did not provide a better performance than the combination of variables
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in Model A. Regardless of this, Model A still applies to all structure types as these were part of
the training data.
Model A was evaluated by using the same approach as previously discussed for the
preliminary model. From the diagnostic plots shown in Figure 2.4, it appears the selected model
met the multiple regression assumptions. As in the previously displayed diagnostic plots, only a
random selection of 5% of the training data is shown. The residuals vs. predicted values plot
(Figure 2.4 (a)) did not show any pattern, indicating that the selected relation was appropriate.
For the normal q-q plot (Figure 2.4 (b)), although some light tails were present, these did not
appear to be significant, given their magnitude and distance from the center of the data. This, in
conjunction with the histogram of residuals presented in Figure 2.4 (c), supports the assumption
of normally distributed residuals centered about zero. Finally, the Cook’s distance plot (Figure
2.4 (d)) showed some cases higher than the rest, but these were not considered to be significant.
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Figure 2.4

2.7.1.4

Diagnostic plots for final model (Model A)

Interaction of variables
After variable selection was conducted, the interaction between these was evaluated.

Interaction refers to the effects on the dependent variable based on the combination of multiple
independent variables. For this study, interaction was limited to two variables. For the interaction
of variables to be considered for model development, it needed to be statistically significant and
make practical sense. Statistical significance was determined by performing an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) between models using the independent variables and models that included
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the interaction between the independent variables. All possible combinations were evaluated;
however, the difference in performance between the models was negligible.
2.7.1.5

Model selection
Given the discussions presented before, the six-variable model from equation 2.4 was

selected as the final model (Model A), since increased model complexity resulted in no
significant improvement in performance. The model resulted in an adjusted-R2 of 0.514 with a
standard error of 6.51 metric tons. The model parameters are summarized in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5
Parameter
𝛽0
𝛽𝐿
𝛽𝑊
𝛽𝑌𝑟

𝛽𝑅

𝛽𝐷𝐿

𝛽𝑆𝑢𝑝𝐶

Summary of Model A
Variables

Coef.

Std. Err.

t-value p-value

Intercept
Max. span length
Slab width
Year built
Region
Central
East North Central
Northeast
Northwest
South
Southeast
Southwest
West
West North Central
Design load
Unknown
H10
H15
H20
HS15
HS20
HS20 + Mod
HS25 or greater
Superstructure condition
Good
Fair
Poor

-188.755
0.262
0.109
0.129

5.904
0.021
0.003
0.014

-31.97
12.41
36.36
9.42

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
1.039
4.491
-1.554
-2.066
-1.249
-2.631
2.734
0.440

0.003
0.196
0.239
0.282
0.178
0.283
0.236
0.217

36.37
5.30
18.80
-5.51
-7.03
-9.29
11.56
2.03

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.042

0.000
-2.620
-2.876
0.492
-3.961
5.802
4.709
10.351

0.335
0.148
0.170
0.310
0.148
0.298
0.408

-7.82
-19.45
2.90
-12.78
39.13
15.79
25.38

0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
-0.821
-3.312

0.105
0.260

-7.78
-12.76

0.000
0.000

Model Statistics
R2
Adjusted-R2
Std. error
No. cases
Degrees of freedom

0.5141
0.5136
6.51 metric tons
21756
21735
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2.7.2

Validation of model
To evaluate the generalization of the final model (i.e., use with other data), it was

compared against the validation data set. The validation data set consisted of 30% of the total
data (9,334 cases) that were randomly excluded from the model training phase. To perform the
evaluation, the 95% prediction interval of the inventory rating for each case in the validation set
was computed. To compute the limits of the prediction interval (𝐿𝑅95% ), equation 2.5 was used.

𝐿𝑅95% = 𝐿𝑅 ± 1.96𝑆𝐸

(2.5)

Here 𝐿𝑅 refers to the inventory rating estimate obtained from equation 2.4, and SE
refers to the standard error from the final model (6.51 metric tons). The value of 1.96 is the zscore that corresponds to the two-tailed limits of the central 95% probability of a normal
distribution. It is important to understand that equation 2.5 is an approximation of the prediction
interval, since the equation presented uses only the standard error of the model; however, given
the large sample size of the training set, any differences would prove to be negligible.
Once all the prediction intervals were computed, these were compared against the actual
values in the validation set. The model was considered to perform adequately if approximately
95% of the actual inventory ratings of the validation cases were within the predicted interval.
Using the final model, 94.9% of the real values in the validation set were captured within
the computed 95% prediction interval (𝐿𝑅95% ). The remaining 5.1% of cases that were not
captured by the 95% prediction interval were extreme cases (e.g., cases with H10 or H15 design
with relatively high load ratings, HS20 or higher design with superstructure in good or fair
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condition with relatively low load ratings). Based on these results, it was determined that the
final model was appropriate for generalization.
2.8

Summary and Conclusions
A statistical analysis of the 2017 NBI data was performed with the intent of developing a

probabilistic model to be used for the estimation of the inventory load rating of concrete bridges
without plans in the U.S. Army inventory. The model had the requirement of being easy to use
and of being either based on easy-to-collect data or reasonably estimated. The proposed solution
was a multiple regression model.
A thorough exploratory data analysis of the 2017 NBI was performed to select a data
sample that appropriately represented the U.S. Army bridge inventory. Using the resulting data
sample, training and validation of the model were conducted. During the training phase, it was
determined that Model A (equation 2.4), would provide the best performance while maintaining
the desired attribute of being simple to use. When tested against previously unseen data, the
probabilistic model (equation 2.5) performed as intended by capturing approx. 95% of cases
within its 95% prediction interval.
The model described in this paper applies to reinforced concrete slabs, channel beam or
tee beam bridges that fall within the ranges described in Table 2.2. Use outside of the range of
applicability could result in erroneous estimates. The probabilistic model (equation 2.5) is
intended to be used as a reference for estimating the inventory ratings of reinforced concrete
bridges without plans. This does not negate the need for accompanying engineering judgment
nor is it intended to discourage the use of other more reliable methods of load rating; however, it
provides useful benchmarks for bridge owners to make decisions on the use of the structure
when no other alternatives are available.
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CHAPTER III
ESTIMATING THE LOAD RATING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB BRIDGES
WITHOUT PLANS
3.1

Abstract
This article documents the development of a multiple regression model for the estimation

of the inventory rating of reinforced concrete slab bridges. Given the lack of information
regarding the superstructure elements in the NBI, the authors developed a data set by using the
information found in as-built drawings provided by multiple state DOTs. The data consisted of
50 reinforced concrete slabs for which their inventory rating was computed. A variety of model
combinations were considered and their estimated errors were evaluated by performing a
repeated 10-fold cross validation. A five-variable model that included the year built, span length,
slab thickness, support type and skew was selected based on the lowest mean error and variance.
The model had an adjusted-R2 of 0.817, which was considerably higher than previously a
developed model. The difference in adjusted-R2 is attributed to the inclusion of slab thickness as
an independent variable as well as the quality of the data used.
3.2

Introduction
The National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) in the U.S. Code of Federal

Regulations (2010) requires that all bridges open to the public with a span of 6.1 m (20 ft) or
more be reported to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to be included in the National
Bridge Inventory (NBI). The NBI is comprised of a series of data fields with information about
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the bridges, including the inventory and operating ratings. These refer to the load rating analysis
of the bridge which establishes the safe load carrying capacity in terms of specific vehicle
configurations. Inventory rating denotes the live load that can safely use a bridge for an
indefinite amount of time without reducing its life, while the operating rating denotes the
maximum permitted live load that a bridge can safely carry for a limited number of passes. Per
the NBIS, load rating analyses must be performed and endorsed by qualified personnel (a
professional engineer), documented, and kept as part of the bridge file. The determination of a
load rating requires the computation of the structure’s capacity, which is computed from as-built
plans that contain geometric and material properties of the structure. This presents a challenge
when those as-built drawings are not available. This is especially true for concrete structures
because the location and size of steel reinforcement cannot be determined without field testing.
The unavailability of as-built drawings is relatively common due to a variety of reasons. Some
examples of this are older structures for which documents have been lost over the years, poor
record keeping, and change in owners, among others. The Manual for Bridge Evaluation (MBE)
from AASHTO is the current standard for the performance of a load rating analysis. In
recognition of the challenges of load rating a concrete bridge without plans, the MBE includes
provisions that allow for the performance of a load rating analysis based on engineering
judgment (AASHTO 2018). This load rating analysis based on engineering judgment must be
clearly documented with the inclusion of all assumptions and reasoning used to reach the
assigned value and must be endorsed by qualified personnel and included as part of the bridge
file.
The U.S. Army owns and maintains over 1,000 public bridges throughout the U.S. and its
territories. U.S. Army regulation AR 420-1 stipulates that all U.S. Army bridges are open to the
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public and must comply with public law (US Army 2012). The majority of U.S. Army bridges
are concrete structures, many of which are slabs and have neither documented load ratings nor
the plans required to compute the bridge capacity. The main reason for this being poor record
keeping over the years. This type of problem is not limited to the U.S. Army as approximately
24% of the reinforced concrete bridges in the U.S. are reported to the NBI as either not having a
load rating performed or be based on engineering judgment.
Multiple solutions to the load rating of concrete structures without plans have been
proposed throughout the years (Alipour et al. 2017b; Harris et al. 2015; Huang and Shenton
2010; Ray and Butler 2004). Many of these proposed solutions, as well as many others for
different applications in civil engineering (Adarkwa et al. 2014; Alipour et al. 2017a; GalvanNunez and Attoh-Okine 2017; Radovic et al. 2017), used the NBI data as the basis of analyses
Recently, Ruiz and Freyne (TBD) developed and tested a multiple regression model that
estimated the load rating of reinforced concrete bridges based on the 2017 NBI data. The data
was selected for its large sample size and range since it included bridges from all states. The
model performed adequately, but multiple discrepancies found in the NBI data brought concerns
regarding the model’s quality and usefulness. In addition, the NBI data did not contain variables
that captured dimensions of the cross-sectional geometry of superstructure elements correlated to
structural capacity, causing a relatively large error estimate that affect the model’s prediction
intervals.
This article discusses the development of a multiple regression model for estimating the
load rating of reinforced concrete slab bridges based on data generated by the authors, given the
uncertain quality of the NBI data and its lack of information regarding the cross-section of
superstructure elements.
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3.3

Data Collection
To collect the required as-built drawings needed to create the data set, a multitude of state

departments of transportation (DOT) were contacted. Each state DOT was requested ten
randomly selected bridges that met the following criteria:
•

The bridges needed to be reported to the NBI as load rated using either the
Allowable Stress Rating (ASR) method, Load Factor Rating (LFR) method, or
Load and Resistance Factor Rating (LRFR) method (NBI item 63 with a value of
1, 2, 3, 6, 7 or 8) (FHWA 2011). This criteria was to ensure that the requested
bridges have as-built drawings since the performance of a load rating using any of
these methods implies that these would be available.

•

The bridges needed to be reinforced concrete slabs.

As-built drawings for a total of 85 reinforced concrete slab bridges from 13 different
states were collected. Of the 85 slab bridges, 35 were discarded for one of two reasons:
•

The drawings didn’t contain sufficient information to compute structural capacity
or were not legible. The absence of steel reinforcement size, spacing and location
was the specific problem.

•

There was more than one bridge with identical design. This would violate the
assumption of independence between cases. Only one case was selected when this
occurred.

This resulted in 50 slab bridges used to generate a data set. The load rating of each of
these bridges was computed.
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3.4

Multiple Regression Model
The data set generated was used to develop a multiple regression model. It included

additional variables not captured in the NBI, most notably slab thickness. Although steel
reinforcement location and size were also collected, recall that the purpose of the effort is to
provide an alternative for estimating the load rating of reinforced concrete slabs without as-built
drawings, therefore inclusion of steel reinforcement location and size as independent variables
would be counter-productive for the model’s end user.
Even though the bridges in the data set were reported to be load rated using a variety of
methods (ASR, LFR and LRFR), the steel reinforcement information contained in the plans had
the required information to compute the load rating using the LRFR method. Therefore the
model would result in the estimation of the inventory rating (dependent variable) using the LRFR
method since it was the standard established by AASHTO (2018).
Since the effort required the application of statistical methods, the statistical analysis
language R and supporting packages were used (Hebbali 2018; Horikoshi and Tang 2016; R
Core Team 2018; Schloerke et al. 2018; Wickman 2009; Wickman et al. 2018; Yihui 2018).
3.4.1

Independent variables
To generate a practical model the independent variables had to be relatively easy to

collect or estimate. Although, as discussed earlier, the data set contained multiple variables that
are not available in the NBI, only slab thickness was considered for model development as it was
the only variable that met the criteria of being easy to collect when no as-built drawings are
available. Table 3.1 shows the variables considered for the development of the model.
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Table 3.1

Independent variables considered

Variable

Type

Unit or
Categories

Description

Support type (Supp)

Cat.

2

Simple or continuous span

Skew (Skew)

Cat.

2

Presence of skew

Year built (Yr)

Num.

-

Year of construction

Max. span length (L)

Num.

Meter

Length of longest span

Slab width (W)

Num.

Meter

Width of slab from out to out

Slab thickness (t)

Num.

Centimeter

Thickness of slab (w/o wearing surface)

The sample size of the data set (50 cases) limited the number of variables considered for
model development. Given the relatively small sample size, the inclusion of too many variables
or variables with many categories would adversely affect the model’s robustness and predictive
capability (Mendenhall and Sincich 2011).
3.4.1.2

Independent variables – categorical
For the development of the model, the only independent categorical variables considered

were the type of support and whether the slab was skewed or not. These were considered because
of their potential influence on the load rating computation. For example, depending on the type
of support there may or may not be negative moment effects on the slabs which counteract the
load effects at mid-span thus expected to result in a higher load rating, while the presence of
skew results on the reduction of load effects (AASHTO 2018). Keeping in mind that inventory
rating is the type of load rating being estimated, Figure 3.1 presents boxplots (Frigge et al. 1989)
that summarize the distribution (albeit from only 50 cases) of the inventory rating for the
different categories of the support type and skew variables. On Figure 3.1, the lines in the middle
of the boxplots represent the median inventory rating (best estimate of an average) while the dots
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shown are potential outliers in the data (discussed later in the article). Notice that inventory
ratings are reported as rating factors for the LRFR method.

Figure 3.1

Relation between categorical variables and inventory rating

To include these independent variables in the model there needed to be sufficient cases of
each category. In general, one must have sufficient representation of all categories of a variable
to avoid bias towards over represented categories (Alipour et al. 2017b). In the case of the
support type variable, the sample contained 30 continuously supported slabs (60%) and 20
simply supported slabs (40%), while there were 16 skewed slabs (32%) and 34 non-skewed slabs
(68%). Both of these had sufficient cases to be included in the model.
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3.4.1.3

Independent variables – numerical
The independent numerical variables considered for model development consisted of the

year built, span length, slab width and thickness of the slab. The span length, and slab width and
thickness entered into the model were those of the longest span, as the load rating for all cases
data set were controlled by the longest span. Although not always true, it is reasonable to assume
that the load rating be controlled by the longest span as it results in the largest load effect. All of
these variables were considered since they could be reasonably assumed (for example, estimating
year built based on date of road construction or using satellite images from multiple years to
verify the existence of the bridge) or easily collected (by physically measuring span length, slab
width and slab thickness). Figure 3.2 shows how these numerical independent variables relate to
the inventory rating.
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Figure 3.2

Relation between numerical variables and inventory rating

Each of the plots in Figure 3.2 showed a positive correlation between the dependent and
independent variables. Year built appeared to have the strongest correlation with some cases
departing from the rest. Span length appeared to have the weakest correlation. The slab width
variable appeared to have a relatively strong correlation to the inventory rating, but had multiple
cases that departed from the rest. Slab thickness also appeared to have a strong correlation to the
inventory rating. A correlation matrix (Table 3.2) was built to quantify these correlations. The
values presented are for the coefficient of correlation (R), not to be confused by the coefficient of
determination (R2), and range from -1 to 1. The closer the absolute value of R (|R|) is to 1, the
more information one variable provides about the other, while a value of 0 means that the
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variables do not provide any information about each other. R could also be either positive or
negative, which would indicate the direction of the relation between the variables (R > 0 means
that as one variable increases the other one increases as well, while R < 0 means that as one
variable increases the other one decreases).
Table 3.2
Variables
Inv. Rating
Year Built
Span Length
Width
Thickness

Correlation matrix
Inv. Rating
1.000
-

Year Built
0.716
1.000
-

Span Length
0.385
0.530
1.000
-

Width
0.506
0.351
0.406
1.000
-

Thickness
0.564
0.297
0.474
0.382
1.000

The correlation matrix not only quantified the correlation between the dependent and
independent variables, it also quantified how the independent variables correlated to each other.
The correlation between the independent variables was taken into account when deciding what
variables to include for model development. High correlation between independent variables
indicates collinearity which would result in the inaccurate estimation of model (Mendenhall and
Sincich 2011). The correlation between the independent variables ranged from 0.297 to 0.530
with the correlation of year built and span length being the highest. This made practical sense
given that newer structures were built with higher strength materials and designed to span longer
distances. Without serious collinearity concerns, all numerical independent variables were
considered for the initial model development.
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3.4.2

Model development
Model development consisted of building a preliminary model to verify the potential

predictive capabilities of the independent variables, selection of model complexity, cross
validation and analysis of residuals.
3.4.2.1

Preliminary model
After evaluating the relation of the independent variables to the dependent variable, a

preliminary model with all the variables was built. Table 3.3 shows a summary of the
preliminary model.
Table 3.3
Parameter
𝛽0
𝛽𝑌𝑟
𝛽𝐿
𝛽𝑊
𝛽𝑡
𝛽𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝

𝛽𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤

Summary of preliminary model
Variables

Coefficient

Std. Err.

t-value

p-value

Intercept
Year built
Span length

-30.092
0.015
-0.083

4.052
0.002
0.016

-7.426
7.412
-5.107

0.000
0.000
0.000

Slab width
Slab thickness
Support
Continuous

0.010
0.033

0.009
0.005

1.103
7.072

0.276
0.000

0.000

-

-

-

Simple
Skew
No
Yes

-0.398

0.088

-4.523

0.000

0.000
0.188

0.063

3.010

0.004

Model Statistics
R2
Adjusted-R2
Std. error (Rating Factor)
No. cases
Degrees of freedom

0.840
0.817
0.20
50
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The adjusted-R2 for the initial model was 0.817 while the standard error was 0.20. The
high adjusted-R2 indicated that the independent variables used in the initial model explained the
majority of the variance of the load rating.
From the results of the preliminary model, the slab width variable was not determined to
be a significant predictor of the load rating (p-value larger than 0.05). A less complex model
without slab width could provide comparable performance.
3.4.2.2

Model complexity
To evaluate the trade-off between performance and complexity, the “all subset” approach

was taken where all possible combinations of models were evaluated. For this article, the authors
used the adjusted-R2 of the models as the performance metric. Figure 3.3 shows the adjusted-R2
for all possible models where each point represents a unique model. As the number of variables
in the model increases, so does the adjusted-R2 generally. However, the improvement in model
performance becomes negligible after a certain point.
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Figure 3.3

Performance of all possible models

Table 3.4 shows the best performing model by number of independent variables. Note
that there was not much difference in performance between the best four-variable, five-variable
and six-variable models (less than 4%).
Table 3.4

Best performing model by number of independent variables

No. of Variables

Variables

Adj.-R2

1

Yr

0.5019

2
3
4
5

Yr, t
Yr, t, Skew
Yr, L, t, Supp
Yr, L, t, Supp, Skew

0.6327
0.6816
0.7854
0.8166

6

Yr, L, W, t, Supp, Skew

0.8175
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Since there were only 50 cases used to develop the models, it could suffer from sample
bias. This means that if additional data became available, there could be significant differences in
their performance. Therefore, the researchers did not base model selection solely on the adjustedR2, but also considered performance against unseen data.
3.4.2.3

Cross-validation
To determine which model would perform best for predictions, validation needed to be

conducted for each of the best models at the different levels of complexity (Table 3.4). A typical
approach would be to split the data into training and testing sets, where the training set would be
used to estimate the model parameters and the testing set would be used to compare how well the
resulting model predicts the dependent variable. However, this approach requires a large amount
of data to ensure that the model and its performance would not be affected significantly by
sample bias. Given the limited amount of data, a more practical approach was to perform k-fold
cross validation (Cawley and Talbot 2010).
K-fold cross validation consists of the following steps:
1. Randomly splitting the data into k relatively equal-sized subsets.
2. For each of the k subsets, develop a model using the data from k-1 subsets for
training, test its performance against the remaining subset, and record the
performance metric. For this effort, root mean squared error (RMSE) was used as
it provides a clearer measure of predictive performance against unseen data.
3. After doing this k times, compute summary statistics for the performance metric
and use these to describe the model performance.
Repeated k-fold cross validation added an additional layer to the cross-validation process
by repeating the k-fold cross validation multiple times resulting in a larger sample of the RMSE
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(Kuhn and Johnson 2013). This was done to achieve a more robust estimate of the RMSE by
reducing the effects of sample bias for a better approximation of its variance. For this effort it
was decided to use a k value of 10 (10-fold cross validation) since this value has been shown
empirically to yield error estimates that suffer neither from excessively high bias nor from very
high variance (James et al. 2013). The process was repeated 5 times to further reduce these
effects. Figure 3.4 shows the cross-validation RMSE mean (points) and range limits (represented
by the bars and calculated through mean ± standard deviation) for each of the models in Table
3.4.

Figure 3.4

Cross-validation RMSE by number of independent variables

It was determined that the five-variable model with year built (Yr), span length (L), slab
thickness (t), type of support (Supp) and whether the bridge was skewed (Skew) as independent
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variables had the best performance. A model with these independent variables was then trained
on the entire data to estimate the model parameters (Model B). Table 3.5 shows a summary of
Model B.
Table 3.5

Summary of Model B

Parameter
𝛽0
𝛽𝑌𝑟
𝛽𝐿
𝛽𝑡
𝛽𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝

𝛽𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤

Variables

Coefficient

Std. Err.

t-value

p-value

Intercept
Year built
Span length

-30.382
0.016
-0.084

4.054
0.002
0.016

-7.495
7.507
-5.209

0.000
0.000
0.000

Slab thickness
Support
Continuous
Simple

0.035

0.004

8.008

0.000

0.000
-0.436

0.081

-5.397

0.000

0.000
0.184

0.063

2.939

0.005

Skew
No
Yes

Model Statistics
R2
Adjusted-R2
Std. error (Rating Factor)
No. cases
Degrees of freedom

3.4.3

0.835
0.817
0.20
50
44

Analysis of residuals
To evaluate Model B a series of diagnostic plots were developed. These plots focused on

the model residuals with the purpose of identifying departures from the assumption that errors
were random and centered about zero.
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3.4.3.1

Normality of errors
Figure 3.5 shows the residuals plotted against the fitted values for the model. The intent

of this plot was to visually identify any patterns in the residuals. The observation that points are
randomly scattered is an indication that the model captured the general behavior of the data. This
type of plot also serves to identify potential outliers, and multiple cases were found to have
relatively large residuals.

Figure 3.5

Residuals vs. predicted values for Model B

Another way of checking normality was to look at the histogram of the residuals (Figure
3.6). For the model, the histogram of the residuals showed a left skewed distribution with a peak
at zero which suggested a slight departure from normality. However, histograms constructed
using a relatively small sized sample could be misleading when trying to identify the true
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distribution since the presence of large residuals and the number of bins used for its construction
highly affects the shape of the histogram.

Figure 3.6

Histogram of residuals for Model B

To further verify the normality of the residuals, a quantile-quantile plot was used as
shown in Figure 3.7. A quantile refers to the division a probability distribution into equal sized
intervals. This plot compared the theoretical standardized residuals (by normalizing the residuals
with their standard deviation), assuming these were normally distributed, against the actual
distribution of the standardized residuals (Mendenhall and Sincich 2011). The errors are
considered normal when they plot along the diagonal line. For this model, there were some
departures from the diagonal line towards the tails, which was an indication of some potential
outliers.
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Figure 3.7

Normal q-q- plot for Model B

Based on these diagnostic plots, there were some departures from the assumption of
normality and potential outliers needed to be investigated, but the model generally met the
condition of normally distributed errors centered about zero.
3.4.3.2

Potential outliers
A Cook’s distance plot was created to identify potential outliers. Cook’s distance is a

metric that combines the case’s leverage (difference from the mean) and residual. It is intended
to quantify the relative effect of each case on the model. Figure 3.8 shows the Cook’s distance
for each case. The plot showed three cases with significantly larger values of Cook’s distance
than the rest.
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Figure 3.8

Cook’s distance plot for Model B

These cases were closely evaluated to determine whether these should be removed from
the data set (Table 3.6). Notice that each of these cases had relatively different values of the
independent variables used for modeling. One of the cases had the oldest slab (1927) while
another had the newest (2011). The remaining case had one of the longest span lengths in the
data set (14.55 m). The residuals shown in the table are over and under-estimations of the
inventory rating. Over-estimations have more serious practical consequences as this would result
in the potential over loading if a slab. However, it is important to understand that the value
calculated by the model represents a generalization (average) of that type of bridge and hence
differences are expected. For the prediction of specific cases, one must account for the
uncertainty associated to the model by using its standard error for the development of a
prediction interval.
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Table 3.6
Year
1927
2011
2001

Potential outliers for Model B
L

t

(m)

(cm)

7.32
9.75
14.55

54.6
45.7
40.0

Support
Simple
Cont.
Cont.

Skew
No
Yes
No

Inv. Rating (RF)

Residual

Real

Predicted

(RF)

1.01
2.37
0.71

0.68
2.09
1.15

0.33
0.28
-0.44

To determine whether to remove these cases from the data for model development, these
were compared to the ranges of year built and span length of the US Army’s concrete slab bridge
inventory (Table 3.7).
Table 3.7

Range of values for the US Army concrete slab inventory

Independent Variables

Range

Year Built
Span Length

1920 to 2014
1.7 meters to 15.8 meters

Since the year built and span length of these cases were within the range of the US
Army’s concrete slab inventory and there was no clear reason to remove these cases, they were
kept and no further adjustments to the model was made.
3.4.4

Model selection
The final model (Model B) is described by equation 3.1 where the estimated inventory

load rating (𝐼𝑁𝑉𝐿𝑅𝐹𝑅 ) as a rating factor, the span length (L) is in meters, and the slab thickness (t)
is in centimeters. The model parameters can be found in Table 3.5.

𝐼𝑁𝑉𝐿𝑅𝐹𝑅 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑌𝑟 𝑌𝑟 + 𝛽𝐿 𝐿 + 𝛽𝑡 𝑡 + 𝛽𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤
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(3.1)

3.5

Summary and Conclusions
A multiple regression model for the estimation of the inventory rating of reinforced

concrete slab bridges was developed. The data used for model development was generated by the
authors from as-built drawings collected from multiple state DOTs.
The five-variable model presented in this article (Model B) resulted in a significantly
higher adjusted-R2 (0.817) than the model previously developed by Ruiz and Freyne (TBD)
(0.514). The difference in performance of the two models was mainly due to the inclusion of the
slab thickness as an independent variable and the quality of the data. Although the model
developed here had a relatively high level of performance (in terms of the adjusted-R2), the
number of cases used for development limit its predictive capabilities. However, this can be
resolved by increasing the size of the data sample used for model development. In general, the
approach described provides a practical reference for the estimation of the load rating of
reinforced concrete slab bridges. Nevertheless, this does not negate the need for accompanying
engineering judgment, nor is it intended to discourage the use of more reliable, but more
arduous, methods of load rating such as load testing. The model provides useful information for
bridge owners to make decisions on the use of the structure when no other alternatives are
available.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1

Conclusions
The main objective of this dissertation was to develop a statistical model for estimating

the load rating of reinforced concrete bridges without as-built drawings. The model had to be a
function of variables that would be easy to collect or estimate. The 2017 NBI data was used for
initial development from which only reinforced concrete slab, tee beam and channel beam
bridges were selected as these are the bridge types in the U.S. Army’s inventory. The sample
from the NBI was large enough to provide sufficient data for splitting into training and testing
sets. Additional data was obtained from multiple bridge owners by collecting as-built drawings
of multiple bridges throughout the U.S. and using them to compute load ratings in order to
provide a validation set. This validation set was also used for the development of an additional
model that included other variables not available in the NBI data. Throughout the dissertation,
conclusions related to the main objective were identified and are discussed below:
•

The 2017 NBI data was found to have a large amount of incorrect entries in
multiple variables. This was encountered when checking the variables considered
for model development. Some examples of this are cases of bridges reported to as
being designed for a design load that did not exist for the reported year of
construction, and cases reported as reinforced concrete slab bridges with
extremely long spans, among others. Considering that only the variables used for
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model development were looked at, it was possible that this was much more
pervasive than what was identified in this dissertation. This undermines Model A,
which was developed using the 2017 NBI data, since it demonstrates the potential
presence of incorrect data in the sample used for model development.
•

The 2017 NBI data sample contained some cases with the same load rating
because of the use of a standard bridge design. This was addressed by removing
these cases from the data, but must be recognized that not all false cases were
identified. This meant that the data sample used for the development of Model A
potentially violated the assumption of independence between cases.

•

Model A performed as expected when tested against unseen 2017 NBI data, but
performed poorly during validation against the user generated data from collected
as-built drawings of multiple bridges. Even with its shortcomings, Model A
provides a useful tool for estimating the load rating of reinforced concrete bridges
without plans. The prediction interval could serve as reference when assigning a
value based on engineering judgment as allowed by AASHTO (2018). A common
and probably less accurate alternative is to assign 32.7 metric tons (36 tons), the
weight of the HS20 design truck.

•

The validation data was considered to be the most reliable in this study. This data
consisted exclusively of reinforced concrete slab bridges and was used for the
development of Model B for the estimation of load rating. The use of this data
provided the advantage of including the slab thickness variable. The adjusted-R2
of Model B (0.817) was a vast improvement to Model A’s (0.514). This
difference was mainly attributed to the inclusion of the slab thickness variable,
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which is directly correlated to the slab’s structural capacity, though it was
believed that the use of more reliable data also contributed.
The main objectives of the dissertation to develop two models to estimate the load rating
of reinforced concrete bridges were met. There were some shortcomings in performance
identified in Model A during validation, but it was still considered useful since it allowed for the
quick estimate of the load rating range of a specific bridge. Model B was able to explain a larger
portion of the variance in load rating than Model A, but given the relatively small sample size,
prediction intervals for a specific bridge would be unpractical without the use of statistical
software as opposed to Model A for which the prediction intervals can be approximated by using
the normalized errors given the large sample size as explained in Chapter 2. The models
presented in this dissertation are only intended to be used as reference when the only alternative
is the assignment of a bridge load rating using engineering judgment.
4.2

Recommendations
The efforts discussed in this dissertation showed that multiple regression models are

useful tools for the estimation of reinforced concrete bridge load ratings. Several
recommendations that could improve the approach are presented below:
•

The models presented in this dissertation provide an estimate of the load rating.
They are not intended to replace engineering judgment, but rather to enhance it.
For their practical use, it is recommended that prediction intervals be developed
using the models in conjunction with their standard errors to provide a
probabilistic range from which engineers can select based on their familiarity with
the structure.
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•

Recognize that NBI data, although large and rich in content, may require
significant processing given the presence of incorrect entries that could affect
model results. Processing can be done through the performance of an exploratory
data analysis such as the one described in Chapter 2 of this dissertation to identify
errors in the data.

•

Measures to improve to the quality of the data submitted to the NBI should be put
in place by the FHWA and state departments of transportation. This could be
enforced through the periodic audit of random bridges under each bridge owner.

•

Efforts to include variables not available in the NBI data should continue. This
work should focus on the cross-sectional depth of the main load carrying
members (i.e., thickness in the case of slabs, and stem depth for tee beams and
channel beams) since this variable directly correlates to structural capacity.

•

Model B should be validated with additional data. The as-built drawings could be
collected from multiple sources following the criteria described in this
dissertation.

•

Alternative ways to estimate the load rating of reinforced concrete bridges should
be investigated. Some potential alternatives are the use of artificial neural
networks to classify the load rating into a range of values, or the use factor
analysis to evaluate underlying relations between variables in conjunction with
probabilistic graphical modeling in the form of Bayesian networks to make
inferences on the range of the load rating from observed data.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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A.1

Processing of 2017 NBI Data
The NBI items in Table 2.1 were used as the basis of the independent variables for model

development. As discussed in Chapter 2, the 2017 NBI data was found to have incorrect entries
which resulted in the removal of observations. Following is additional information that
summarizes the adjustments made to the data due to discrepancies found in the design load and
structure type variables.
A.1.1

Design load and year built
Vehicular live load models (design loads) have changed through the years (Kulicki and

Mertz 2006), as summarized in Table A.1.
Table A.1

Implementation of design load

Design Loads

Year

H10, H15, H20

1924

HS15, HS20

1944

HS25 or greater, HS20 + Mod

1975 approx.

Given the year of implementation of the design loads, it would not be possible for certain
combinations of the reported design load and year built to exist (e.g., bridges designed for HS20
built before 1944). Cases with these discrepancies were removed from the data. Figure A.1
shows the distribution of years by reported design load prior to adjustments, while Figure A.2
shows the distribution after the removal of cases. The dashed lines in these figures show the year
of implementation for the different design loads.
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Figure A.1

Year built by design load prior to removal of incorrect data

Figure A.2

Year built by design load after removal of incorrect data
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A.1.2

Design load and inventory ratings
In addition, some discrepancies were observed when evaluating the distribution of

inventory ratings against the design load (Figure A.3).

Figure A.3

Inventory rating by design load prior to removal of outliers

Notice how the H10 design load had an extremely narrow boxplot. This was due to the
majority of the cases having the same load rating. These occurrences were for bridges in the state
of South Carolina. It was suspected that this could be due to a standard bridge design commonly
used. The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) was contacted regarding this
and confirmed that this was due to the use of a standard design for bridges in the state of South
Carolina. This was also the case for H15 bridges. Although these were based on legitimate load
ratings, all were removed from the data since they were not independent from each other and
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their inclusion would result in the incorrect estimation of model parameters. Figure A.4 shows
the resulting distributions of load ratings by design load.

Figure A.4

A.1.3

Inventory rating by design load after removal of outliers

Structure type and span length
The structure type was cross-checked against the span length variable. The Bridge

Inspector’s Reference Manual (BIRM) (Ryan et al. 2012) contains descriptions of the different
structure types as well as their typical span lengths. Notice that the values found in the BIRM are
typical values (Table A.2); therefore, the minimum and maximum lengths of bridges in the U.S.
Army bridge inventory were used as guides to establish the limits for the removal of cases (Table
2.2).
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Table A.2

Typical span lengths (based on the BIRM)

Structure Type

Range/Value

Slab
Channel beam

less than 9.1 meters
less than 15.2 meters

Tee beam

9.1 to 15.2 meters

Figure A.5 shows the distribution of span lengths by structure type prior to adjustments,
while Figure A.6 shows the distribution after the removal of cases. The dashed lines in these
figures are the span length limits.

Figure A.5

Span length by structure type prior to removal of outliers
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Figure A.6

A.2

Span length by structure type after removal of outliers

Interaction of Variables
After variable selection was conducted, the interaction between these was evaluated.

Interaction refers to the effects on the dependent variable based on the combination of multiple
independent variables. For this study, interaction was limited to two variables. For the interaction
of variables to be considered for model development, it needed to be statistically significant and
make practical sense. Statistical significance was determined by performing an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) between models using the independent variables and models that included
the interaction between the independent variables. All possible combinations were evaluated;
however, only the interaction between numerical variables was considered for model
development, since all other interactions were either determined not to be statistically significant
(i.e., failure to reject the null hypothesis of no difference between simple and interaction models)
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or did not make practical sense (e.g., no clear reason why the combination of deck width and
climate region would affect the inventory rating).
After selecting the interactions to be considered, these were added to Model A as shown
in equation A.1.

𝐼𝑁𝑉𝐿𝐹𝑅 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝐿 𝐿 + 𝛽𝑊 𝑊 + 𝛽𝑌𝑟 𝑌𝑟 + 𝛽𝐶𝑅 + 𝛽𝐷𝐿 + 𝛽𝑆𝑢𝑝𝐶 + 𝛽𝐿𝑌𝑟 (𝐿 × 𝑌𝑟)
+ 𝛽𝑊𝑌𝑟 (𝑊 × 𝑌𝑟) + 𝛽𝐿𝑊 (𝐿 × 𝑊)

(A.1)

To determine whether the interaction terms were to be included in the model, the
performance of the model with interaction (Model A-Int) was compared to the model without
interaction (Model A). The difference in performance between the two models was negligible
(Table A.3).
Table A.3

Model comparison for interaction between variables

Model

Variables

Adj.-R2

Std. Err.

A

𝐿, 𝑊, 𝑌𝑟, 𝐶𝑅, 𝐷𝐿, 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝐶

0.5136

6.51

A-Int

𝐿, 𝑊, 𝑌𝑟, 𝐶𝑅, 𝐷𝐿, 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝐶, (𝐿 × 𝑌𝑟), (𝑊 × 𝑌𝑟), (𝐿 × 𝑊)

0.5171

6.48

A.3

Validation of Model A using 2017 NBI Data
For the development of Model A, the 2017 NBI data sample was split into a training and

a validation set. Once Model A was developed using the training set, it was validated against the
validation set. Using Model A, 94.9% of the real values in the validation data set were captured
within the computed 95% prediction interval. The remaining 5.1% of cases not captured by the
95% prediction interval (Figure A.7) have relatively high or low inventory ratings. The variables
associated with many of these cases were unusual, such as cases with H10 or H15 designs with
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relatively high load ratings, and HS20 or higher designs with superstructure in good or fair
condition with relatively low load ratings. Based on these results, it was determined that Model
A was appropriate for generalization.

Figure A.7

A.4

Cases not captured by Model A’s prediction interval

Further Validation of Model A and Motivation for Model B
Chapter 2 focused on the development and testing of a multiple regression model for the

estimation of the load rating of reinforced concrete bridges based on the 2017 NBI data. The data
was selected for its large sample size and range since it included bridges from all states.
However during the exploratory data analysis, multiple discrepancies surfaced that brought
concerns regarding the accuracy of the NBI data. For this reason it was decided to do additional
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validation at a small scale. To achieve this, as-built drawings were collected for a multitude of
bridges in order to develop a new validation data set. The drawings were then used to perform
the load rating analysis of these bridges and compare them to the predicted values from Model A
(equation 2.5). In addition, the new data set was also used for the development of another model
using previously unavailable variables as predictors.
The new validation set was used to compare the predictions from Model A to previously
unseen data. To do this the inventory rating using the LFR method was computed for the 50 slab
bridges in the validation set, since Model A was developed using bridges load rated with the
LFR method. Figure A.8 shows the 95% prediction interval from Model A for each of the cases
in the new validation set with the points representing the real load ratings.
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Figure A.8

Comparison of real load ratings to predictions from Model A
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The cases where the prediction interval failed to capture the real load ratings are shown in
red. Approximately 36% of the cases (18 cases) were not captured by the prediction intervals
from Model A, when it was expected to miss approximately 5%. This figure showed that
although the development and validation of Model A was thorough, when compared to unseen
data it failed to perform as expected. Some potential explanations for this were:
1. Incorrect data in the sample – During the performance of the exploratory data
analysis of the 2017 NBI, it was noticed that there was a large number of incorrect
data entries in the variables used as predictors of the inventory rating. In addition,
to correctly report the load rating of a bridge multiple data entries were required
(e.g., NBI item 63 for load rating method and NBI item 65 for load rating value).
This increased the potential for mistakes in the load rating variables. It was also
important to recognize that there existed the potential for bias from bridge owners
in the reported load rating since this value affected the use of the bridge.
2. Dependent cases in the sample – Many bridge owners used standard designs to
construct their bridges. Although this was accounted for when identified by the
authors, it was suspected that the occurrence of this was much more frequent than
what was identified.
3. Excessive processing of the sample – Given it was found that the NBI data had
multiple errors, it was decided to evaluate each variable for outliers and ultimately
remove these. It was believed that the removal of outliers was necessary to
appropriately represent the population of interest, however excessive removal of
outliers presented the potential for incorrect estimates of the model’s standard
error.
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Multiple regression models are dependent on the quality of the data and the independence
between cases to properly represent a population of interest. The presence of faulty data and
departures from assumptions would result in the incorrect estimation of model parameters
ultimately affecting model performance.
Although Model A’s performance was potentially affected by some of the faults
previously described, it still provided a useful approach of estimating the load rating of
reinforced concrete bridges considering past studies have identified bridge load ratings to be
overly conservative (Azizinamini et al. 2000). However, this underperformance served as further
motivation to investigate the use of a different data set from the NBI that was more reliable,
provided additional variables to consider for estimating the load rating of reinforced concrete
bridges, and ultimately the development of Model B.
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